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Unbelonging 2021-08-24
where do those relegated to the margins find belonging in her luminous debut unbelonging
gayatri sethi deftly interweaves verse memoir and a bold call to action as she recounts her
experience searching for home in the diaspora drawing upon her life story as a tanzanian
born punjabi turned american educator and mother of multiracial children sethi tells an
intimate tale of stepping into her power while confronting misogyny racism and empire
spanning decades and continents from partition to the black lives matter movement southern
africa to muscogee lands unbelonging tells urgent truths inspires critical self reflection and
emboldens its readers to pursue radical forms of justice compassion and solidarity

Dial A For Aunties (Aunties, Book 1) 2021-04-27
winner of the comedy women in print prize 2021 whip smart original and so funny i found it
impossible to put down and lost count of the number of times i laughed out loud beth o leary
sunday times bestselling author of the road trip your family would kill to see you happy

Parsi Kitchen 2021-10-10
forbes asia s 30 under 30 and former chef partner at sodabottleopenerwala anahita dhondy
has spent the last decade taking her culinary heritage to ambitious new heights the parsi
kitchen is a warm and whimsical memoir about how she embraced the cuisine that she grew
up with from her grandmother s ravo to a bombay duck inspired by her travels through
gujarat the quirky tales behind her beloved dishes make for a delicious read a treasure trove
of recipes and memories the parsi kitchen is a book to be savoured

Mrs Funnybones 2015-08-18
full of wit and delicious observations mrs funnybones captures the life of the modern indian
woman a woman who organizes dinner each evening after having been at work all day who
runs her own life but has to listen to her mummyji who worries about her weight and the
state of the country based on twinkle khanna s super hit column mrs funnybones marks the
debut of one of our funniest most original voices

Half Girlfriend 2017-04-25
this book comes a simple and beautiful love story that will touch your heart and inspire you
to chase your dreams

Secret Wars 2020-06-09
secret wars is the first book to systematically analyze the ways powerful states covertly
participate in foreign wars showing a recurring pattern of such behavior stretching from world
war i to u s occupied iraq investigating what governments keep secret during wars and why
austin carson argues that leaders maintain the secrecy of state involvement as a response to
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the persistent concern of limiting war keeping interventions backstage helps control
escalation dynamics insulating leaders from domestic pressures while communicating their
interest in keeping a war contained carson shows that covert interventions can help control
escalation but they are almost always detected by other major powers however the shared
value of limiting war can lead adversaries to keep secret the interventions they detect as
when american leaders concealed clashes with soviet pilots during the korean war escalation
concerns can also cause leaders to ignore covert interventions that have become an open
secret from nazi germany s role in the spanish civil war to american covert operations during
the vietnam war carson presents new insights about some of the most influential conflicts of
the twentieth century parting the curtain on the secret side of modern war secret wars
provides important lessons about how rival state powers collude and compete and the ways
in which they avoid outright military confrontations

Fake Photos 2019-09-10
a concise and accessible guide to techniques for detecting doctored and fake images in
photographs and digital media stalin mao hitler mussolini and other dictators routinely
doctored photographs so that the images aligned with their messages they erased people
who were there added people who were not and manipulated backgrounds they knew if they
changed the visual record they could change history once altering images required hours in
the darkroom today it can be done with a keyboard and mouse because photographs are so
easily faked fake photos are everywhere supermarket tabloids fashion magazines political
ads and social media how can we tell if an image is real or false in this volume in the mit
press essential knowledge series hany farid offers a concise and accessible guide to
techniques for detecting doctored and fake images in photographs and digital media farid an
expert in photo forensics has spent two decades developing techniques for authenticating
digital images these techniques model the entire image creation process in order to find the
digital disruption introduced by manipulation of the image each section of the book describes
a different technique for analyzing an image beginning with those requiring minimal technical
expertise and advancing to those at intermediate and higher levels there are techniques for
among other things reverse image searches metadata analysis finding image imperfections
introduced by jpeg compression image cloning tracing pixel patterns and detecting images
that are computer generated in each section farid describes the techniques explains when
they should be applied and offers examples of image analysis

How to Prevent the Next Pandemic 2022-05-03
the covid 19 pandemic isn t over but even as governments around the world strive to put it
behind us they re also starting to talk about what happens next how can we prevent a new
pandemic from killing millions of people and devastating the global economy can we even
hope to accomplish this bill gates believes the answer is yes and in this book he lays out
clearly and convincingly what the world should have learned from covid 19 and what all of us
can do to ward off another disaster like it relying on the shared knowledge of the world s
foremost experts and on his own experience of combating fatal diseases through the gates
foundation he first makes us understand the science of corona diseases then he helps us
understand how the nations of the world working in conjunction with one another and with
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the private sector can not only ward off another covid like catastrophe but also go far to
eliminate all respiratory diseases including the flu here is a clarion call strong comprehensive
and of the gravest importance from one of our greatest and most effective thinkers and
activists

The The Sun and Her Flowers 2022-07-01
rupi kaur performs the first ever recording of the sun and her flowers her second 1 new york
times bestselling collection of poetry and prose this production was recorded in 2021 along
with the brand new audio edition of milk and honey and the debut audio recording of home
body divided into five chapters this volume is a journey through the life cycle of wilting falling
rooting rising and blooming it is a celebration of love in all its forms

Humans of Bombay 2017
about the book in 2014 karishma mehta started humans of bombay to capture the untold
stories of the millions of people living in the maximum city this book entails a handpicked
collection of some of the best stories on the humans of bombay facebook blog as well as
several unseen stories funny insightful quirky and intimate these stories are sure to make
your heart melt provided by publisher

Sanity in Vanity 2021-05-14
smoking kills and so does overthinking this collection of poetry is an outcome of overthinking
and yet hoping to stay alive it talks of the many struggles conveying a message of staying
hopeful it reminds the reader that it s okay to cry and even if you feel like there is no one
around god has given you two shoulders lean on

Vibrant India 2017-03-21
from the acclaimed chef and owner of brooklyn delhi a debut cookbook focused on the
celebrated vegetarian fare of south india lifelong vegetarian and chef chitra agrawal takes
you on an epicurean journey to her mother s hometown of bangalore and back to brooklyn
where she adapts her family s south indian recipes for home cooks this particular style of
indian home cooking often called the yoga diet is light and fresh yet satisfying and rich in
bold and complex flavors grains legumes fresh produce coconut and yogurt along with herbs
citrus chiles and spices form the cornerstone of this delectable cuisine rooted in vegetarian
customs and honed over centuries for optimum taste and nutrition from the classic savory
crepe dosa filled with lemony turmeric potatoes and cilantro coconut chutney to new
creations like coconut polenta topped with spring vegetables upma and homemade yogurt
the recipes in vibrant india are simple to prepare and a true celebration of color and flavor on
a plate chitra weaves together the historical context behind the region s cuisine and how she
brought some of these age old traditions to life thousands of miles away in brooklyn during
the city s exciting food renaissance relying on her experience as a culinary instructor chitra
introduces the essential indian cooking techniques tips and ingredients you ll need to prepare
a full range of recipes from quick vegetable stir frys corn basil and leeks flavored with butter
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cumin and black pepper salads citrus red cabbage and fennel slaw with black mustard seeds
curry leaves and chile yogurt raitas shredded beets and coconut in yogurt and chutneys and
pickles preserved meyer lemon in chile brine to hearty stews aromatic black eyed peas lentils
and greens coconut curries summer squash in an herby coconut yogurt sauce and fragrant
rice dishes lime dill rice with pistachios rounding out the book is an array of addictive snacks
popcorn topped with curry leaf butter creative desserts banana coconut and cardamom ice
cream and refreshing drinks chile watermelon juice with mint chitra provides numerous
substitutions to accommodate produce seasonality ingredient availability and personal tastes
the majority of recipes are gluten free and vegan or can be easily modified to adhere to those
dietary restrictions whether you are a vegetarian or just looking for ways to incorporate more
vegetarian recipes into your repertoire vibrant india is a practical guide for bringing delicious
indian home cooking to your table on a regular basis

Lal Salaam (Red Salute) 2022-09-06
lal salam is an hindi poetry towards the dark shades of feminism just like every ideology has
flaws this poetry deals with the flaws of the same

The American Roommate Experiment 2016-09-20
new york times bestseller a most anticipated book of 2022 by cosmopolitan goodreads
popsugar and more from the author of the goodreads choice award winner the spanish love
deception the eagerly anticipated follow up featuring rosie graham and lucas martín who are
forced to share a new york apartment rosie graham has a problem a few actually she just
quit her well paid job to focus on her secret career as a romance writer she hasn t told her
family and now has terrible writer s block then the ceiling of her new york apartment literally
crumbles on her luckily she has her best friend lina s spare key while she s out of town but
rosie doesn t know that lina has already lent her apartment to her cousin lucas who rosie has
been stalking for lack of a better word on instagram for the last few months lucas seems
intent on coming to her rescue like a spanish knight in shining armor only this one strolls
around the place in a towel has a distracting grin and an irresistible accent oh and he cooks
lucas offers to let rosie stay with him at least until she can find some affordable temporary
housing and then he proposes an outrageous experiment to bring back her literary muse and
meet her deadline he ll take her on a series of experimental dates meant to jump start her
romantic inspiration rosie has nothing to lose her silly online crush is totally under control but
lucas s time in new york has an expiration date and six weeks may not be enough for either
her or her deadline

Inner Engineering 2012
new york times bestseller thought leader visionary philanthropist mystic and yogi sadhguru
presents western readers with a time tested path to achieving absolute well being the
classical science of yoga a loving invitation to live our best lives and a profound reassurance
of why and how we can sir ken robinson author of the element finding your element and out
of our minds learning to be creative named one of the ten best books of the year by
spirituality health the practice of hatha yoga as we commonly know it is but one of eight
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branches of the body of knowledge that is yoga in fact yoga is a sophisticated system of self
empowerment that is capable of harnessing and activating inner energies in such a way that
your body and mind function at their optimal capacity it is a means to create inner situations
exactly the way you want them turning you into the architect of your own joy a yogi lives life
in this expansive state and in this transformative book sadhguru tells the story of his own
awakening from a boy with an unusual affinity for the natural world to a young daredevil who
crossed the indian continent on his motorcycle he relates the moment of his enlightenment
on a mountaintop in southern india where time stood still and he emerged radically changed
today as the founder of isha an organization devoted to humanitarian causes he lights the
path for millions the term guru he notes means dispeller of darkness someone who opens the
door for you as a guru i have no doctrine to teach no philosophy to impart no belief to
propagate and that is because the only solution for all the ills that plague humanity is self
transformation self transformation means that nothing of the old remains it is a dimensional
shift in the way you perceive and experience life the wisdom distilled in this accessible
profound and engaging book offers readers time tested tools that are fresh alive and
radiantly new inner engineering presents a revolutionary way of thinking about our agency
and our humanity and the opportunity to achieve nothing less than a life of joy

Sexy @ Sixty 2019-07-01
with the rapid hike in percentage of people going through stress and anxiety because of
varied reasons this book will make you believe in self worth this book aims to reach out to all
the generations going through howsoever tough or difficult situations in life be it decision
making falling in love broken heart this will surely make you fall in love with yourself and
rebuild your inner confidence

Ocean of Feelings 2022-03-15
nisha sharma s dating dr dil is what would happen if you put all my favorite romantic comedy
tropes into a blender a frothy snarky hilarious treat with a gooey heartwarming center the
perfect addition to any rom com lover s shelf emily henry 1 new york times bestselling author
of people we meet on vacation nisha sharma s new romantic comedy features enemies to
lovers a cast of best friends and a gaggle of aunties determined to make a match hi i m
kareena mann as cheesy as it sounds i m looking for my soulmate in four months and he
must gain the approval of my meddling aunties kareena dreams of having a perfect love
story like her parents did that s why on the morning of her thirtieth birthday she s decided to
suit up and enter the dating arena when her widowed father announces he s retiring and
selling their home after her sister s engagement party kareena makes a deal with him if she
can find her soulmate by the date of the party he ll gift her the house and she ll be able to
keep her mother s legacy alive hi i m dr prem verma host of the dr dil show prem means love
dil means heart and i m a cardiologist don t let my name fool you i only fix broken hearts in
the literal sense prem doesn t have time for romance which is why it s no surprise when his
first meeting with kareena goes awry their second encounter is worse when their on air
debate about love goes viral now prem s largest community center donor is backing out
because prem s reputation as a heart health expert is at risk to get back in his donor s good
graces he needs to fix his image fast and dating kareena is his only option even though they
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have warring interests the more time prem spends with kareena the more he thinks she s
might actually be the woman he wants to spend the rest of his life with in this taming of the
shrew re imagination for prem and kareena to find their happily ever after they must admit
that hate has turned into fate bursting with character spicy tension and laughs dating dr dil is
the enemies to lovers dream book tessa bailey new york times bestselling author of it
happened one summer

Dating Dr. Dil 2018-10-09
we are living in a time of unrest for many members of the islamic faith around the globe
enter muslims of the world a book based on the popular instagram account
muslimsoftheworld1 like the account the book s mission is to tell the diverse stories of
muslims living in the us and around the world illustrated throughout with moving
photographs each chapter will focus on different aspects of the islamic faith and the many
varying cultures it encompasses offering tales of love family and faith while empowering
muslim women refugees and people of color whether it is telling a story about a young syrian
refugee who dreams of being a pilot or about a young girl s decision to not remove her hijab
which in turn saved her family s life muslims of the world aims to unite people of all cultures
and faiths by sharing the hopes trials and tribulations of muslims from every walk of life

Muslims of the World 2021
from the 1 new york times bestselling author of milk and honey and the sun and her flowers
comes her greatly anticipated third collection of poetry rupi kaur constantly embraces growth
and in home body she walks readers through a reflective and intimate journey visiting the
past the present and the potential of the self home body is a collection of raw honest
conversations with oneself reminding readers to fill up on love acceptance community family
and embrace change illustrated by the author themes of nature and nurture light and dark
rest here i dive into the well of my body and end up in another world everything i need
already exists in me there s no need to look anywhere else home

DO EPIC SHIT. 2020-11-17
recipes recreated from beloved movies and tv shows by the host of one of the most popular
food programs on the internet

Home Body 2019
a place in my heart is a many splendored thing it is a listicle it is a celebration of the power of
storytelling it is also an account of a life lived in the bollywood trenches national award
winning author journalist and film critic anupama chopra writes about fifty films artistes and
events that have left an indelible impression on her and shaped her twenty five year long
career shah rukh khan is here so are super deluxe and the cannes film festival a place in my
heart is a blend of recommendations and remembrances nostalgia and narratives it is a
smorgasbord of cinematic delights written as marie kondo would say to spark joy above all it
is a testament to chopra s enduring love for all things cinema
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Binging with Babish 2022-04-15
despite recent advances in important aspects of the lives of girls and women pervasive
challenges remain these challenges reflect widespread deprivations and constraints and
include epidemic levels of gender based violence and discriminatory laws and norms that
prevent women from owning property being educated and making meaningful decisions
about their own lives such as whether and when to marry or have children these often violate
their most basic rights and are magnified and multiplied by poverty and lack of education this
groundbreaking book distills vast data and hundreds of studies to shed new light on
deprivations and constraints facing the voice and agency of women and girls worldwide and
on the associated costs for individuals families communities and global development the
volume presents major new findings about the patterns of constraints and overlapping
deprivations and focuses on several areas key to women s empowerment freedom from
violence sexual and reproductive health and rights ownership of land and housing and voice
and collective action it highlights promising reforms and interventions from around the world
and lays out an urgent agenda for governments civil society development agencies and other
stakeholders including a call for greater investment in data and knowledge to benchmark
progress

A Place in My Heart 2014-09-29
excellent introductory text written by two experts presents a coherent and systematic view of
principles and methods topics include integration by parts watson s lemma laplace s method
stationary phase and steepest descents additional subjects include the mellin transform
method and less elementary aspects of the method of steepest descents 1975 edition

Voice and Agency 1986-01-01
the delhi walla is delhi s most idiosyncratic and eccentric website but reflects a real love of
this great but under loved and underrated city william dalrymple completing the colourful
series of guidebooks on delhi this is a book on the people who make the city what it is from
the touching stories of jobless people beggars transgenders and the aged to the stories of
fame and success of delhi s celebrities and achievers it gives you a glimpse into the lives and
minds of people who live in the capital among those featured are arundhati roy s h raza
mushirul hasan a dog named editor a smack addict and a handicapped man with no limbs
who supports his parents

Asymptotic Expansions of Integrals 2011-06-16
barkat means abundance an abundance of blessings and auspiciousness where there is no
dearth and there is no scarcity that s barkat it s a much bigger word than can be translated in
english this is the story of one of the most beloved chefs from india vikas khanna from the
small town of amritsar he grew to be an international chef and fulfilled his dream of getting a
michelin star he narrates how his grandmother infused in him the values of sharing food
while the langars of the golden temple showed him that community kitchens are perhaps the
only way to ensure no one goes hungry from these values developed around food he got the
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goal and the grit to build one of the world s largest food drives called feed india during the
covid 19 lockdown this deeply personal and heart touching narrative is a testimony of one
man s vision to showcase indian culture and the intrinsic value of sharing food to the world

The Delhi Walla - Portrait 2021-12-27
in sach kahun toh actor neena gupta chronicles her extraordinary personal and professional
journey from her childhood days in delhi s karol bagh through her time at the national school
of drama to moving to bombay in the 1980s and dealing with the struggles to find work it
details the big milestones in her life her unconventional pregnancy and single parenthood
and a successful second innings in bollywood a candid self deprecating portrait of the person
behind the persona it talks about her life s many choices battling stereotypes then and now
and how she may not be as unconventional as people think her to be

Barkat 2021-06-14
your life matters not because of what you have done or what you possess even when things
go wrong or you make mistakes your life still matters it matters because god says it does
there is a tendency for a man to measure his worth with the wrong measurement system to
compare his life with others or not like his place on the team but when a man knows who he
is in the eyes of god he experiences his significance every event and relationship has
unlimited potential he has made it to the big leagues welcome to the big leagues every man
s journey to significance the darrel chaney story shows a utility player s struggle on one of
the best baseball teams to ever take the field with ambushes setbacks minimum wage one
year contracts and changes beyond his control but he makes his top 10 list encounters the
eternal and realizes he has his place on the team and in history through it all he discovered
his god given significance and found it was not only the best way to play in the big leagues it
was the way to live a big league life welcome to the big leagues tells the baseball story and
at the same time it helps every man learn the same lessons he needs to make his top 10 list
encounter the eternal and know his place on the team and in history every man can
experience his god given significance many men are changed by the world but the man who
knows his significance that his life matters is a man who will change the world he is in the big
leagues

Sach Kahun Toh 2012-11-01
on 23 may 2019 when the results of the general elections were announced narendra modi
and the bjp led nda coalition were voted back to power with an overwhelming majority to
some the numbers of modi s victory came as something of a surprise for others the bjp s
triumph was a vindication of their belief in the government and its policies irrespective of one
s political standpoint one thing was beyond dispute this was a landmark verdict one that
deserved to be reported and analysed with intelligence and without bias rajdeep sardesai s
new book 2019 how modi won india does just that what was it that gave modi an edge over
the opposition for the second time in five years how was the bjp able to trounce its rivals in
states that were once congress bastions what was the core issue in the election a
development agenda or national pride as he relives the excitement of the many twists and
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turns that took place over the last five years culminating in the 2019 election results rajdeep
helps the reader make sense of the contours and characteristics of a rapidly changing india
its politics and its newsmakers if the 2014 elections changed india 2019 may well have
defined what new india is likely to be all about 2019 how modi won india takes a look at that
fascinating story which is still developing

Welcome to the Big Leagues 2019-11-26
a new bislama dictionary is a substantially updated version of the first edition which reflects
the ever changing vocabulary of bislama the national language of vanuatu back cover

2019 1896
though pakistan has made progress toward achieving its education gender equity and health
millennium goals it is unlikely to reach 2015 targets in general achievements were lower in
rural areas and in lower income households pakistani girls still have lower enrollment in
primary and secondary schools and do not perform as well as boys on tests adult female
literacy varies widely by province women continue to face many forms of gender based
violence and often are restricted from leaving their homes while employment rates among
women have doubled in the last decade women are more likely to be unemployed than men
and lack access to finance or assets

Little Women 2003
written over a period of time in between her busy schedule as a senior science teacher of a
leading educational institute of central india the title world through my lens is a collection of
short write ups by sandhya deshpande who is an all rounder with a unique observational skill
and a lot of wits her creative impulses have tackled multifarious single handed experiences
from a vast career of twenty five years in the field of education this book will take readers
down the memory lane of their school days it will also help them cherish the best days of
their life the author s observations are wide ranging from nature to natural manual to the
digital classrooms to the haunting backstage from picnic to panic from a need to greed the
imposition of unusual expectations to real life conditions from an under confident student to
a successful adult etc the write ups can be a guide for parents and teachers to understand
minute details and the hidden beauty of this profession the written language is simple and
will help readers relate easily as said by rabindranath tagore ji it s simple to be happy but
difficult to be simple

A New Bislama Dictionary 2000
a home baker for over 20 years food stylist and photographer deeba rajpal put her passion to
the test when she decided to blog about her adventures in the kitchen soon her simple yet
delectable dessert recipes accompanied by beautiful evocative imagery struck a chord with
people across the globe turning her blog passionate about baking into one of the most
popular blogs in the country inspired by her blog this book is a collection of some of her most
loved chocolate dessert recipes for every kind of indulgence with healthy tasty yet easy to
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make chocolate delights from tarts tea cakes and cupcakes to cookies traybakes and cakes
for special occasions and simple tips and tricks deeba shows you how working with chocolate
can be oh so fun

Women in Pakistan 2021-04-17
gujarat files is the account of an eight month long undercover investigation by journalist rana
ayyub into the gujarat riots fake encounters and the murder of state home minister haren
pandya that brings to the fore startling revelations posing as maithili tyagi a filmmaker from
the american film institute conservatory rana met bureaucrats and top cops in gujarat who
held pivotal positions in the state between 2001 and 2010 the transcripts of the sting
operation reveal the complicity of the state and its officials in crimes against humanity with
sensational disclosures about cases that run parallel to narendra modi and amit shah s
ascent to power and their journey from gujarat to new delhi the book tells you the hushed
truth of the state in the words of those who developed amnesia while speaking before
commissions of enquiry but held nothing back in the secretly taped videos which form the
basis of this remarkable read

World through My Lens 2021-10-11
a legend with a host of admirers like amitabh bachchan and om puri balraj sahni led the
golden era of indian cinema he was known to be true to his principles a non conformist often
remembered for his portrayals of the underprivileged this is the untold story of one of the
most iconic leading actors of this country written by his son parikshat sahni the book packed
with unseen photos provides personal and intimate glimpses of balraj sahni as a man and an
actor as a husband and a friend as a parent and a patriot it celebrates the life times and
impact of a simple man who inspired an entire generation of actors and continues to do so
even today

Passionate About Baking 2015
in this season is jenna dayle s debut book of words poetry each seasons of life and this book
ebbs flows through the lens of love in this season will shift readers through seasons of
heartbreak loneliness lust confusion and strength self love each of her pieces makes you feel
as if you know this season in your bones and have now witnessed it in word form across the
page

The Big Indian Wedding 2016
one of the best books for 2023 cosmopolitan against a rising tide of fundamentalism in india
a mother and daughter lose the most important man in their lives shashi fifty something and
suddenly widowed tries to contact her only daughter tara to break the news but cannot reach
her as shashi confronts her loss she finds amidst grief unexpected new freedoms meanwhile
tara a spoiled but brilliant university student has retreated to dharamsala to deal with the fall
out from an ill advised relationship her self imposed solitude makes contact near impossible
so by the time she learns of her loss the funeral is already over without the man that bound
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them shashi and tara struggle to reconcile but his absence also makes them a target for an
emerging religious group determined to put women in their place and shashi and tara
individually prepare to defend their independence if mother and daughter are to come
together they must find a way to understand both their new world and each other but can
you ever emerge from an eclipse unscathed lyrical throughout yet so deceptively easygoing
an extraordinary novel andré aciman powerful evocative and accomplished it s hard to
believe the illuminated is a debut alice ryan gives voice to a new generation bbc radio 4

Gujarat Files 2019-08-30

The Non-Conformist 2019-04-05

In This Season 2024-02-06

The Illuminated
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